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Tl1e publications of the Muse~~n i  of Zoology, University of Michigan, 
consist of two series-the Occasional Papers and the Miscellaneous Publi- 
'cations. Eot1-1 series were founded by Dr. Bryant Wall<er, Mr. Bradsha~v 
1-1. Swales and Dr. W. IV. Newcomb. 
The Occasioiial Papers, publication of which was begun in 1913, serve 
as a nieditlm for the publicatioii of brief original papers based principally 
upon the collections in tlie Museum. The papers are issued separately to 
libraries and specialists, and, when a sufficient number of pages have beell 
printed to malte a volume, a title page, index, and table of contents are sup- 
plied to libraries and individuals on the mailing list for the entire series. 
The Miscellai~eous Publications include papers on field and museum 
technique, monographic studies and other papers not within the scope of 
the Occasional Papers. The papers arc published separately, and, as it is 
not intended that they shall be grouped into volumes, each number has a 
title page and, when necessary, a table of coiitents. 
ALEXANDER G. RUTIII~EN, 
Director of the Museum of Zoology, 
IJniversity ~f Michigan. 
T H E  GENUS GYROTOMA 
The genus Gyrotoma has reccived no systematic treatment in fifty years. 
Since 1873, when Tryon's monograph was published, three collectors, T. H. 
Aldrich, A. A. Hinkley and H. H.  Smith have taken many hundred times 
more specimens that1 were available for study by the naturalists who de- 
scribed the species. For the present inquiry I have examined material from 
several sources. The collection made by Mr. Smith and now in the Ala- 
bama h'luseum of Natural History is unrivaled, and, because of the water- 
power development in the Coosa River, flooding the shoals in which Gyro- 
toinae live, it can probably never be duplicated. Acknowledgments are 
due to the Alabama Museum, the U. S. National Museum, Dr. Bryant 
Walker and Miss Mina Winslow. Without their aid this work could not 
even have been attempted. 
Dr. Isaac Lea was the first descriptive naturalist to receive specimens of 
Gyrotoma. These he described as Melank excim and Anculosa i~zcisa, sug- 
gesting at the same time the generic term Schizostoma. When later he 
found the name already in use for a fossil he changed it to Schizocllilus. In  
the meanwhile Sl~uttlewortl~ had defined his genus. The fossil Schizostoma 
as well as the Schizostoma of Lea finally were forced into the synonymy. 
The good doctor, one of whose picturesque qualities was tenacity of pur- 
pose coupled with a certain fervid plausibility, sought to dig his original . 
name out of its grave. The canons of ilomenclature do not allow for cases 
of resurrection, and Gyrotoma has had to stand as the true generic desig- 
nation. 
L,ca's specimens were sent to him by Dr. B. \V. Budd. Because these 
shells were few in numbers, the condition of many 'of them that of drift 
material, their place of origin confused, and because Dr. Budd was himself 
interested in conchology and hardly likely to take ten or twenty shells where 
he might have gathered thousands, it is improbable that he was the collector. 
About the same period, Gyrotomae came to Mighels and apparently from 
the same correspondent. This was 1841, possibly 1842, to 1845. All the 
forms were of the Wetumplca aspect. In  July, 1845, Shuttleworth described 
two species. His specimens had been collected by Rugel, who apparently 
visited the Coosa River at Greensport or thereabouts and may have gone 
as far down as Childersburg. I t  was not until 1904, when Mr. H. H. Smith 
began to explore the Coosa systematically, that Shuttleworth's one "good" 
species was found by an American collector. This history is an illustra- 
tion of the casual, one might say accidental, collecting of early-day zoology 
in America. 
About fifteen years after Dr. Bucld's sendings, Gyrotomae, from the 
reaches between thei Yellowleaf Creek of Shelby County and Fort William 
Shoals, Talladega County, were taken by Dr. Schowalter of Uniontown, 
Alabama. It would seem that Dr. William Spillman of Columbus, blissis- 
sippi, visited the Coosa River in the same places and at about the same time, 
and it is possibly fair to infer that the two were together. Lea and An- 
thony erected eighteen species from this new material and Reeve described 
still others under names supplied by Anthony. 
Reeve's nlonograph of 14elatoma appeared in 1860-61. Swainson had 
established Melatoma as a subgenus of Melanopsis Lam. Reeve believed 
it to be the same' as Gyrotoma. Tryon says that Melatoma "is actually an 
exotic ~nariiie shell." The connection of Anthony's name with Melatoma 
was an error. Reeve's illustrations are excellent and in most instances 
the species can be recognized from these pictures. But the descriptions, 
written by Reeve, convey little information of value. In two of the descrip- 
tions no mention is made of the fissure, the distinctive character of 
Gyrotoma. In the case of one species the slit is described as "small, almost 
obsolete" ; in one as "slightly channelled" ; in two, "moderate" ; in two, 
"broad"; in ten, "deep"; in two, "rather deep"; in one, "very deep." The 
reader of Reeve is reminded of the childhood question, "How deep is a well 
and how long is a string?" 
The Anthony types described in this monograph are in the Museum of 
Comparative Zoology at Cambridge, Massachusetts. Reeve's own types are in 
the British Museum and these were examined by Dr. Bryant Walker and 
compared with material taken by Mr. Smith. 
In  1862 Brot issued a "Catalogue Systematique des Especes qui Com- 
posent la F'amille des Melaniens." H e  spoke about the genus Gyrotoma 
being little known in Europe and of the sparse distribution of examples 
among the collections. H e  indicated a suspicion that these shells might be 
variations or mutations of "certain species of the group of iM. Hajrsiana, 
which live in the same locality." A very just criticism was made\ of authors 
who pictured their species in the conventional manner and failed thereby 
to show the "characteristic notch." Lacking a sufficient number of speci- 
mens and illustrations more decisive Brot declined to pass upon the valid- 
ity of the genus. I t  is this catalogue I have mentioned later in the text 
as the Grot list. 
In  1869, Dr. James Lewis (4) made a list of the Gyrotomae as part of 
a catalogue of mollusks of the Coosa River. Tryon's (10) study of the 
genus appeared in 1873. For half a century it has been a guide for the 
collector of Pleuroceridae. I t  erred in the synonymy. The classification 
was artificial. Too many species were recognized as valid. But when it 
is remembered that thirteen species of Gyrotoma had been erected from 
just thirteen specimens and that comparatively few additional shells were 
available fo r  Tryon's study, that Shuttleworth's species were unknown 
in this country and Mighels' types had been destroyed by fire, any sharp 
criticism of Tryon's work with the genus would be unfair. 
The next writing upon the subject was by Mr. A. A. Hinkley, whose 
paper (2) appeared in 1904. H e  had collected the year before in the 
Coosa at Fort William Shoals, Wilsonville and Wetumpka. H e  distributed 
a great nunlber of specimens, many of which I have had the opportunity 
to examine. 
I-Iannibal (2, p. 179) recognized Gyrotoma as a genus and set down 
Goniobasis as a subgenus. Under the name Gy~~otoutza olivula excisa (Lea) 
he threw together all the forms that are mentioned in Tryon as being deep- 
fissured, eighteen species in all. Twenty-two, described as having short or 
shallow fissures, suffered telescoping under the designation Gyrotonza laeta 
i~zcisa (Lea). Mr. I-Iannibal was bold, but not without a few misgivings. 
Preparatory to a prodigious scran~bling of the Pleuroceridae he wrote, "It 
is not anticipated that this treatment will meet with general approval 
in every instance." 
The Alabama Museum collectioii of Gyroton~ae is, of course, unparalleled. 
It contains thousands of specinlens carefully labelled and so painstakingly 
cleaned that color and sculpture can be made out quickly and with certainty. 
Notes by Mr. Smith upon his labels and observations he made in his cor- 
respondence with Dr. Walker have been invaluable in this study. 
The genus is confined to the Coosa River. I t  has not been found even 
within the moutlis of creelis flowing into the river. The nature of the 
l~abitat supplies the explanation. Mr. Smith repeatedly wrote of Gyrotoinae 
as living in rapid heavy currents. Speaking of the genus at Wetuinpka he 
said that it was "almost confined to swift water, and those specimens in pools 
do not loolc healthy and are apt to be deformed." A permanent habitat 
of this liiiid is rarer among Pleurocei-idae than is generally supposed. 10 
and Anculosa do occupy the swifter parts of rivers, the old as well as the 
young, but most species of Pleurocera are to %e found in quiet water. 
Pleurocera unciale (Hald.), a characteristic east Tennessee species, is in 
the main part of streams only while partly grown. The adults seek the pools 
and banks. I have noticed the same thing of Goniobasis livescens (Menke) 
in Ohio, Michigan and Indiana. Colonies of livescens are found upon 
wave-beaten rocks in Lake Erie, imt far larger colonies inhabit places much 
more protected. The ordinary bulbous form of livescens lives plentifully in 
rapids of the upper Wabash River. A depauperate form of the species 
was collected by I-Iinltley under stones in the lower part of the river. Such 
a site, corresponding to that in which Gyrotoma flourishes, was an unhealthy 
one for a species probably the most adaptive of all Goniobases. 
Gyrotoma first appears in the Coosa at Lock 2, St. Clair County. The 
only species there and about as far down as the mouth of Yellowleaf Creek 
of Shelby County is pyrawzzidatz~rn. In the short distance between this point 
and the foot of Peckerwood Shoals, Talladega County, occur five species 
which are confined to these reaches, namely, awzplum, cariniferz~nzl, sspillunanii, 
lewisii and kenderso~zi. The second and the last of these five are known 
from Fort William Shoals only. Alaba~ne~zsis is first met with sparingly 
on Peclcerwood Shoals and disappears below Duncan's Riffle, Chilton Coun- 
ty. Walker i i  has a somewhat shorter range, Weduslca Shoals, Shelby Coun- 
ty, to Butting Ram Shoals, Coosa County. Five species occur a t  Wetun~plca. 
Their up-river range from this point is:  Excisum,  to Three-Island Shoals, 
Talladega County; laci.lziatuv4, to Fort William Shoals ; igziisz~m and pzt~~zilz~nz 
to Weduska Shoals; pagoda, to The Bar, Chilton County. 
The localities for Gyrotoma mentioned in this paper are here set down 
in their order, up-stream to down-stream, the county designations being 
given as upon Mr. Smith's labels, thouglz the river in most of these places 
is the border between counties : 
Lock 2. St. CIair C.ounty. 
Ten-Island Shoals. St. Clair County. 
Lock 4, St. Clair County. 
Riverside, St. Clair County. 
Truss Shoals, St. Clair County. 
Clarence Shoals, St. Clair County. 
IIall's Island, Talladega County. 
Yellowleaf Creek (upper), Shelby County. 
Three-Island Shoals, Talladega County. 
Fort William Shoa'ls, Talladega County. 
Peckerwood Shoals, Talladega County. 
Weduska Shoals, Shelby County. 
Cedar Island, Chilton County. 
Adam's Ferry, Chilton County. 
Yellowleaf Creek (lower), Chilton County. 
Butting Ram Shoals, Coosa County. 
Hisgin's Perry, Chiltan County. 
Wetumplta, Elrnore County. 
The affinities of ~ ~ r t t o m a  are with certain Goniobases which should 
be separated from that genus. These molluslcs are characterized by large 
shells and large opercula. They have the same wide aperture of Gyrotoma 
and the same microscopic sculpture. The group has not been carefully 
studied, but these species unquestionably belong to it: Goniobasis inzpressa 
Lea, laeta Jay, shozwalterii Lea (1860), lezwisii Lea, bellula Lea and ovalis 
Lea. Probably others are gatiosa.  Lea and lachrynza Anthony, which Tryon 
(10, pp. 342, 343) assigned to  Eurycaelon. Occasionally all these species 
develop incipient fissures. Mr. Smith collected several specimens with fis- 
sures nearly as large as in pyramidaturn and irtcisuw and yet, in other re- 
gards, retaining their usual Goniobasic features. Every one has a deposit 
of callus at the top of the columella. This is found in typical Gyrotoma. 
One specimen of Goniobasis showalte~,ii, in addition to having a very small 
fissure, has a girdle for about 5 mm. upon the body whorl. 
After a little study it becomes apparent that Gyrotoma is not a compact 
genus whose members can be traced with certainty to a common origin. I t  
diflerentiates into five natural groups. Pyrant idatz~m and spillw~a~zii form 
one of these groups. A second consisb of pagoda, puuuzilz~nz, alabame~zsis 
and c a ~ i n i f e r z m .  These two groups would appear to have developed from 
Golziobasis laeta or some other species very like it. Lewisi i  and hender- 
soni coilstitute a third group whose relations with Goniobasisr ilnpressa are 
quite plain. Incisz~uuz, walkeri and anzpluuuz, though not always easily t o  be 
distinguished from one another, manifestly differ from the other species of 
Gyrotoma. The fifth group is made up of exciszwa and laciniatum. Their 
well-fixed characters and their long range in the river justify the belief 
 hat they are the oldest species of the g-enus. I have been unable to  find in 
Goniobasis any species definitely ancestral to the e,~cisuuuz and incisum 
groups. 
The specific value of some of the races of Gyrotoina, I recognize, is open 
to question. I t  requires considerable familiarity with them, and perhaps 
the habit of mind which goes with studying a family of extreme complexity, 
to be altogether confident as to the identifications of certain forms, incisuwz 
and al.lzplu~?a for  example. Characters overlap. Characters sometimes 
prominent in one locality fade nearly to  invisibility in another. I t  might 
possibly be doubted whether variations in the depth of the fissure, bcing 
largely a matter of size, warrant recognition beyond subspecific rank. 
But difficulties arise in attempting a wholesale lumping of the Gyroto- 
nlae. One would have to  ignore distinct differences in many of the young 
and these differences point to ancestral distinctions. The derivation of one 
group is clearly not the derivation of two other groups. A fourth and a fifth 
group cannot be traced to any known form. Lumping would consolidate 
fornls illdependently developed, adding confusioil instead of achieving sim- 
plicity. 
iZ possibly iiuportant question in connection with Gyrotoma is whether 
it is a genus in course of developing or  disappearing. J. C. Willis (11, p. 
166) recites three explanations for endemism which he chooses to consider 
rivals : "(I)  That eildenlics are very specialized species (and genera) suitcti 
only to  the areas upon which they have been found; (2) that they are old 
species (and genera) which have been driven into quiet noolcs or  left in ocld 
corners by the competition of better adapted species; and ( 3 )  * * * that 
in general they are young beginners, descended from the 'wides'." Willis' 
argument is largely devoted to the advocacy of the third explanation as the 
one for the nlaiority of cases. I see no reason why all three hypotheses inay 
not apply with almost equal force. The  Vitrinizonites of the southern P-11- 
palzchians may be examples of higlily specinlized forins narrowly conlined 
to part;cular Iccalities. An illustration of one  for:^^ of a relict race is given 
by 01-tmann ( 7 ,  p. 3-6). Marqaritnna 7~za~qa~zt i fera (L.) oclvurs in the 
headwaters of the Schuylkill River, and in no other place in Pennsylvania. 
The shells arc confined to cold trout sti-eanls and in the parts of these 
tll:.t are 80o to T Z O O  Ieet above se l  level. "The Pencsylvaniali area of 
this  s p t c . ~ ' ~  is not onlv the most southern extensiou of its range in eastern 
Sort11 A-nei-ica, but it also has the peculiarity O F  beinz the only one to the 
south of the Terininal Moraine. Thus it  inay be regarded as a part of the 
Glacial l'reserve (refugium) of this species." The great numbers in which 
Gyrlctou'ae occur in the Coosa River, their variability whicli i; so character- 
istic of a genus that has not yet become "fixed" and their failure, for all their 
numbers and apparent :.lgor, to get beyond a restricted habitat, convince 
me that they represent "young beginners descended from the 'mides'." 
The observations of slcilled zoologists with a great deal of field ex- 
perience have been warnings against giving hastily the emphasis of specific 
names to  the thirteen species herein recognized. Ortmann (6, p. 512) says, 
I (  Isolation is, in my opinion, a necessary factor in the differentiation of spe- 
cies and I do not think that a case ever will be discovered where two 
closely allied species possess precisely the same distribution." Jordan's 
law (3, p. 547) lays it down that, "Given any species in any region the 
nearest related species is not likely to be found in the same region nor in a 
remote region, but in a neighboring district separated from the first by a 
barrier of some sort." More briefly Ruthven (9, p. 192) declares that "di- 
rectly related forms on any line of descent occupy neighboring environ- 
ments." 
Several of the closely allied species of Gyrotoma do appear to  have ex- 
actly the same distribution to all intents and purposes. Unfortunately I 
have not all the details of Mr. Smith's collecting experiences. But the im- 
pression is obtained from his letters and from the notes accompanying the 
labels that a given reef of a series of shoals is not occupied by a heterogeneous 
assemblage of mollusl~s, but by some particular form of the genus, each such 
colony being cut off from other colonies of the genus by deep water, quiet 
water, rolling gravel, by mud or  by rocks that in dry seasons are  exposed 
to the air. Thus within a sinall area, too small to be especially observed 
by the collector not upon the lookout for it, there may be a distinct differen- 
tiation of locality, small barriers with as powerful an influence upon Gyro- 
tomae as barriers quite plain to the eye-all the effects of isolation. 
The opercula of all Gyrotomae are large, leathery, dark red to  dark 
brown. The growth lines are crowded. The surface in instances is more 
or less marked with microscopic wrinkles which tend to form irregular 
lines or bands at right angles to the growth lines. The nucleus is indented. 
Opercula wear down quickly and become irregular in shape so that in the 
cases of adults the shape is frequently quite different from that in the 
young. In old specimens the nucleus or  area of the inner whorls is often 
completely eroded away. 
In this study the opercula were first examined in connectio~l with the 
shells. Later they were more carefully re-examined and compared with 
one another, species by species. There are recognizable differences, but I 
cannot feel that they are of great importance. The opercula of f y r a m i d a t ~ ~ t ~ ,  
spillma~zii, l m i s i i  and Rend~rson i  are quite broad and with the inner whorls 
well within the operculum. Pagoda has a narrower, darker operculum, the 
apex more blunt. In  pz~utziluv~, alabal~aensis and ca7iniferzilr+ the opercula 
are  mostly of the pagoda form, but have become slightly broader and no- 
ticeably larger. The opercula of e.z-cisu~+z and laci~ziatuvlt are practically 
identical, being smaller than in pyramidatum, darker, thinner and broader 
than ill pagoda. The inner whorls are tightly coiled rather than loosely. 
The opercula of inc isuw are thin, ragged, variable in shape. In walkeri  and 
amplz~wa the opercula are much the same as those of incisurn, but in c ~ i l ~ ~ p l u ~ n  
they appcar to run decidedly larger and this is not to be explained by the 
size of the aperture. The nucleus of all except flyrai~zidatu.luc is quite close 
to the left margill and near the base. 
A few opei-cula have been illustrated, but without any intention of ac- 
centing differences. Many of the differeilces are possibly due t~ variations 
in the erosion to which this feature is subjected in strong currents. The  
opercula of quite young Gyrotonlae arc very nearly uniform. 
Schizostoma Ixa.  (non Bronn, 18.151. Proc. Anler. Phil. Soc.. 11; 184.7, 11. 242 ; 
'I'rans. Amer. Phil. Soc.. IX, 1844. p. 26; X, 1848. pp. 67. 93; I. n. s.. 1852. p. 295; 
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.. Phila.. XII,  1860, 1). 186; Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci.. Phila.. V, n. s., 
1862, PP. 218. 243. 245, 246; VT, 1866, 11. 152; Obs. Gen. Unio. IV, 1848, pp. aG, 67, 93; 
V. 1852. P. 51; IX. 1863, pp. 40. 65. 67. 65; XI. 1567. p. 108; Tryon, Amer. Journ. Con- 
chol., I. 1865. pp. 114-116. 131; IT, I ~ .  p. 134; Lewis. Amer. Tourn. Conchol., V, 1%- ... .. . . . 
70, p. 168; Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 1873. pp. xxn-sxvii ,  x x x ~ n ,  xxxv, 
sxxix,  xlvi. 351; Hinkley, Nautilus, XVITI, 1904, p. 40. 41. 
Gyrotoma Shuttleworth, Mittheil. der Nat.-forsch. Gesellsch. in Bern., July 
,22, 1845, p. 88; I-I. & A. Adams, Genera, I. 1854, p. 305; Gray, Guide to' Molluscs, I ,  
1857, p. 103; Chenu, Man. de Conchyl., I, 1859. p. 293; Anthony, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.. 
Phila., XII,  1860, p. 53; Binney, Checlc List, 1860; Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; Tryon, 1Monog. 
Strepom., 1873, pp. xv, xviii, xxiii, xxiv-xxvii; Paetel, Cat., 1888, p. 361; Pilsbry, Proc. 
Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 186,  p. 497; Hannibal, Proc. MalacoNl. Soc., X, 1g12, p. 179. 
Schizochilus Lea, (non Gray, 1850)~ Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., X, 11. s., 1852, p. 
295; Obs. Gen. Unio, V, 1852, p. 51; IX, 1863, p. 67; Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., XII,  
1860, p. 186; Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., V, n. s., 1862, p. 245; Tryon, Monog. 
Strepom., 1873, pp. xxiv, xxxiii. 
Melatonia Anthony, Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. of London, 1847, p. 153; Woodward, 
Manual, 1851, p. 131; Reeve, Conch. Icon., 1860. 
Apella Mighels, MS., 1860. 
"Shell turreted ; columella incurved, thickened above by an intes1narginaT 
callus ; aperture oval, somewhat spread out (effuse) at the base; lip simple,. 
sharp, with a narrow fissure, deeply notched. 
"Animal. ; operculum corneous, spii-a1."-Shuttleworth. 
Rather heavy, pyramidal especially in the young, sometimes nodose, 
smooth to  striate; fissure shallow, oblique, not exceeding 8 mnl. in depth; 
girdle not always conspicuous ; aperture ovate ; sinus not pronounced ; bands 
usually four and of equal width. 
Gyrotonza pyraitzidatuwz Shuttleworth 
P1. I, figs. I, 2, and 3 
Gyrotoma pyraf~zidata Shuttleworth, Mittheilungen der Naturforschenden Gesell- 
shaft in Bern, No. 50, July 22, 1845, p. 88; H.  & A. Adams, Genera, I ,  1858, p. 305; 
Binney, Check List, 1860, No. 329; Brot, List, 1852, p. 27; Paetel, Cat., 1888, p. 361. 
Gyrotoma co~tica Shutt. ( ?), Troschel, Gebiss der Schnecken, I, 1857, p. 111, pl. 8, 
fig. 12; Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 1873, p. 380. 
Gyroto~iza laeta incisa (Lea), Hannibal, Proc. Malacol. Soc., X, 1912, p. 182. 
Schisostoma pyramidaturn Shutt., Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 187.3, pp. xv, 365; 
Lewis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. 23. 
Descriptiom: Shell pyramidal, heavy, olivaceous or blackish, concentrically sul- 
cete-costate, more often with rough knobs (nodules) ; banded with brown, apex 
eroded; whorls 5 or 6 ;  fissure short, broad, columella thickened tuberculously above. 
Length, .g; breadth of the ultimate whorl, .41z-.5 of an inch. 1,ength of aper- 
ture, .312; length of fissure, . I  of an inch. 
0bs.-Somewhat resembles Melalzia canaliculata; varies as the preceding (G. 
ozqoidea) . 
A few specimens . . . occur among others, with the upper whorls acutely 
carinated, ridges and furrows fewer and almost obliterated; epidermis paler and apex 
little eroded.-Shuttleworth. 
This is the first Gyrotoma appearing in the river. Mr. Smith's highest 
station for it was Lock 2, which is at the head of Ten-Island Shoals, between 
St. Clair and Etowah counties. Shuttleworth in his preface states that 
Rugel collected in the Coosa River, near Wetumpka. But there is sound 
reason for believing that this is an error. The species was'never taken by 
persons who collected from Wetumpka as far  up the stream as Fort 
William Shoals. The nodulous character of the shells sent to Europe is a 
peculiarity almost entirely confined to Pleuroceridae upon and near Ten- 
Island Shoals. Not only are the Gyrotomae of this locality so marked and 
the so-called Eurycaelon, but also Anculosae and Goniobases. In a letter to 
Dr. Walker, Mr. Smith said that even certain Pleurocerae are likewise 
affected. The oddity is not in mollusIts collected farther up the river. I t  
tends to disappear below these shallows. 
The fissure1 is shallow, oblique, and is angled rather than curved or 
sinuous as in incisurn, also having a short fissure. At Lock 2, the fissure 
has a maximum depth of 3 1-2 mm. At  Hall's Island, it is as deep as j 
mm. and is not so oblique as in material from the higher locality. Oblique- 
ness is more pronounced in young specimens than in old; in juveniles the 
fisstlre is a mere notch. The hem is only faintly marked, being of much 
the same color as the rest of the shell; it is to be observed in hardly more 
than half the shells. 
The pyramidal aspect is that mostly of individuals one-half to three- 
fourths grown. The base is usually rounded in adults. Knobs, when pres- 
ent, give the shell a squared, four or five-sided appearance, and are not 
spaced regularly. Color2 ranges from honey-yellow to raw-umber. The 
prevailing banding formula is four bands of equal width. 'The aperture 
is ovate. The white or bl~~ish-white cclumella is smoothly rounded, slightly 
'In the literature of Pleurotomariidae the fissure is spoken of as the "anal sinus" 
and the girdlei or hem as the "sinus band". I have preferred t o  use the terms of the 
early writers upon Gyrotoma even if the others be more descriptive. Doubtless as in 
the marine n~ollusk the fissure of Gyrotorna serves a purpose for the discharge of 
excreta. 
'The colors assigned in this study are according to "Color Standards and Color 
Nomenclature" of Rid-pay, 1912. While a fairly large number of names have been 
given in order to be a$ exact as possible it will be remarked that the color range in 
this genus is rather limited. 
produced a t  the base and has a node at the fissure. I t  attains full develop- 
mcnt earlier in this species than in any other o f  the genus. The outer lip 
is sinuous. The largest pyramidatz~tzz measured, tvhich probably would have 
eight whorls if uneroded. is 21 x 11 1-2 mm. 
A young specimen from Lock 2, having five whorls, is conic, carinated 
at the peripl~ery of the whorls, sharply angulate of base. The whorls are 
flat and without folds. The coluinella is undeveloped. There is scarcely 
more than an indication of fissure. Bands are three in number. 
Mr. Smitlz's lowest locality for pyramidatuwz is Hall's Island, Talladega 
County. There are two specin~ens in the Schowalter Collection which I 
judge to be this species. The locality is mouth of Yellowleaf Creek (Shelby 
County). This is a few miles below Hall's Island. 
Dr. Walker compared specimens taken by Mr. Smith with types of 
pyrn~nzidntz~nz and conica in Geneva and found them to be the same. Conica 
does not appear to have been forn~ally described. Dr. Walker, who came 
upon material in the Geneva Museum so labeled, suggests that the re- 
nlarks a t  the end of the description of pyranzidatunz might have been in- 
tended to refer to this form. 
Gyroto~qza spil lmnii  (Lea) 
PI. I, figs. 4 and 5 
Fchizostoma Spillmanii Lea, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., XLII, 1861, p. 54; Journ. 
Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., V, 11. s., 1862, p. 250, pi. 35, fig. 55; Obs. Gen. Unio, IX, p. 
3, PI. 35, fig. 55. 
Schizostowa babylo~zicunz Lea, Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 1873, p. 369. 
Gyotonza  Sfiilli~zatzii Lea, Paetel, Cat., 1888, p. 362. 
Gyroto~gza laetn iircisa (Lea), Ilannibal, Proc. Malacol. Soc., X, 1912, p. 182. 
Schizostoma Wheatleyi  Lea, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., XX, 1868, p. 153; Journ. 
Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., VI, 1868, p. 342, pl. 54, fig. 27; Obs. Gen. Unio, XII, 1868, p. 
342, pl. 54, fig. 27; Lewis, Amer. Journ. Conchol., V, 1869-70, p. 169; Lewis, Fauna 
of Ala., 1876, p. 23. 
Description: Shell striate, subcylindrical, rather thick, yellowish-brown, imper- 
forate ; spire obtuse, conoidal ; sutures impressed ; whorls six, very much banded, flat- 
tened, the last large; fissure oblique and rather short; aperture large, ovate and 
banded within, obtusely angular a t  the base; coluinclla white, thickened above; outer 
lip sharp and sinuous. 
Operculum ovate, spiral, rather large, dark brown with the polar point near to 
the left edge, about one-fifth above the basal margin. 
Habitat : Coosa River, Alabama; Dr. F. R. Showalter. 
Diaineter, 48 ;  length, .gz of an inch.-Lea. 
/ 
The fissure of spillmanii is like that of pyranaidatz~wz from Hall's Island. 
The young, though larger, whorl for whorl, are hardly to be separated from 
juvenile py~aggzidatz~m. The types carry the resemblance because they have 
unusually shallow fissures for  adult spillwzanii. But this species in general is 
a larger, coarser race, more boldly sculptured, pyramidal only in the adoles- 
cent stage and so stepped a t  the suture as to suggest to Tryon that it was 
the same as babylonicuwz Lea. I think it can stand as a species, related 
closely to pyra7?zidaitzdnz or springing at no great distance in time from the 
same ancestral form. 
T h e  fissure is 3 to 8 mni. in depth, always oblique. Of 20 specimens in 
one lot, 1 1  have a wide fissure, in g it is narrow. Most of these latter in- 
dividuals show signs of injury or deformation at  the top of the whorl. 
The girdle is cord-like, irregular, more or less conspicuous by reason of 
differing in color from the body of the shell. 
Spi l lw~ani i  is heavy, nodulous, though sometinies smootl~, frequently 
constricted, slightly plicate upoii the early whorls. . Fourteen shells in the 
lot of 20 have stout, revolving folds, 5 have folds nearly obsolete and I is 
smooth. Growth lines are fine to coarse, the scars of rest periods being 
quite prominent. An adult with three remaining whorls measures 35 x 
13 1-2 mm. Color varies from sulphine-yellow to buffy-citrine. Bands 
are four, all of the same width. This is the prevailing formula. Variations 
are modifications of this formula. The aperture is wide, ovate, the sillus 
a t  the base scarcely noticeable. The columella is white, thick, broadly 
arounded and has a heavy callous at  the top. The  outer lip is slightly 
sinuous. 
A young shell of five whorls is pyramidal, obscurely plicate, subangulate 
at  the base. The coluiilella is small, undeveloped ; the fissure a mere curving 
indentation. A full grown shell would have eight ~vhorls probably if un- 
eroded. 
The  more nearly typical shells examined in the Alabama collections 
were taken by Dr. Scliowalter and the locality given is "Coosa River, Shelby 
County, Ala." A smooth form, less robust and with a shallow fissure cor- 
responding with the types, was taken by Mr. Smith in Peckerwood Shoals. 
No other localities are known. 
The  type of zvheatleyi, save in point of size, looks very much like spill- 
m a n i i  in form, sculpture, bands and fissure. This seems to be the only 
shell of the kind that was collected by Schowalter. Mr. Srnith found two 
small shells which I feel convinced are dwarfed s p i l b ~ a n i i ,  but curiously 
they differ greatly from Lea's zPrheatZeyi. 
In his formal description, Lea mentions Dr. Schowalter as the collector 
from whom he received spill~itaiti i .  Laeer, under "observatio~is," he says, "I 
have a nuinbei- of specimens, chiefly young. from Dr. Spillrnan and a fine 
suite of different ages from Dr. Schowalter." ,411 these shells are in the 
United States National Museum. Certain ones, with a label ( I )  pasted upon 
them, I have ventured to assume to be the types. They correspond to the 
Schowalter shells in the Alabania Museum collection. With them are two 
specimens of G. pagoda Lea and a third Gyrotoma broken and indeterminate. 
These probably are the sendings from Dr.  Spillman. Three other lots 
under the name of Spi l lwani i ,  agree with the Schowalter mollusks and a 
fifth consists again of pagoda. 
GROUP OF Gyrofonza pagoda 
Conical to globose, ~11100th to striate, the young carinate and more o r  
less obscurely plicate; fissure oblique to straight, not exceeding 10 mm. in 
depth; girdle of varying size and color; aperture more frequently elliptical 
than ovate; sinus usually distinct; bands, ordinarily four and equidistant. 
Gyrotoma pagoda (Lea) 
P1. I, figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9 
Schizostoma pagoda Lea, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., IV, 1845, p. 167; #Trans. Amer. 
Phil. Soc., X, 1848, p. 93, pl. ix, fig. 52; Obs. Gen. Unio, IV, 1848, p. 93, pl. ix, fig. 52; 
Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., V, n. s., 1862, p. 247; Obs. Gen. Unio, IX, 1863, p. 69; 
Lewis, Amer. Journ. Cotlchol., V, 1869-70, p. 169; Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 1873, 
yip. xv, 365 ; Lewis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. 23. 
Gyroto~iza pagoda Lea, Chenu, Matluel, 1, 1859, fig. 2,020; 11. & A. Adams, Genera, 
I, 1858, p. 305; Blnney, Checlc List, 1860, No. 327; Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; Paetel, Cat., 
1888, p. 362. 
Melatonza pagoba Lea, Reeve, Monog. Melatoma, 1860, sp. I. 
Sckkos toma Wetumpkaensis Lea, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1860, p. 187; Journ. 
Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., V, n. s., 1862, p. 251, pl. 35, fig. 56; Obs. Gen. Unio, IX, 1863, 
p. 73, pl. xxxv, fig. 56; Lewis, Amer. Journ. Conchol., V, I&-70, p. 169; Tryon, 
Monog. Strepom., 1873, p. 366; Lewis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. 23. 
Melatonza Wctu~lzpkaeuse Lea, Reeve, Monog. Melatoma, 1861, sp. 17. 
Melatoma ornata Anth., MSS., Reeve, RIonog. Melatoma, 1861, sp. 11. 
Gyroto~na; ornata Anth.. Paetel, Cat., 1888, p. 362. 
Melotoma Alztlzotzyi Reeve, Monog. Melatoma, 1861, sp. 12. . 
Gyvotonza AntJzolcyi Reeve. Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; Paetel, Cat., 1888, p. 361. 
Schi.~ostow~a Anthofzyi Reeve, Lewis, Amer. Journ. Conchol., V, 1869-70. p. 168; 
Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 1873, p. 368; Lewis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. 22. 
Melatoliza fufziculatulrc Lea, Reeve. Monog. Melatoma, 1860, sp. 5.  
S~hi:ostonza pyranzidatutvj Shutt., IIinltley, Nautilus, XVIII, 1904, p. 41. 
Gyrotoiiza laeta i ~ z c k a  (Lea), I-lannibal. Proc. hlalacol. Soc., X, 191% p. 182. 
Descriptio+z : Shell carinate, conical, rather thick, dark horn-color ; spire rather 
short ; sutures very much impressed ; whorls six ; fissure smal'l ; aperture elliptical, 
within whitish ; colutnella smooth. 
Habiiat : Tuscaloosa, Alabama. 
Iliameter, .35 ; length, .75 of an inch.-Lea. 
The pagoda-like form of this species is especially striking in the juve- 
nile specinlens and to such an extent, indeed, that these shells resernble 
Gotz$obasis catenaria Say. The carinae are very wide and turned upward 
at  the edges. The suture is deeply channelled, the fissure a mere indentation. 
Embryo shells are about I 1-4 to 2 whorls in size, unsculptured. The first 
two carinated whorls are scalloped by strong and regularly spaced plicae. 
As the animal grows larger, the carinae tend to disappear so that in many 
instances the shell is ventricose and smooth. The Wetumplta form is char- 
acterized by revolving folds, these disappearing in up-river specimens. Mi- 
croscopical sculpture typically gyrotomoid. 
Color varies from Ridgway's "old gold" to warm sepia. The iroportion 
of banded to unbanded shells is about five to four. The prevailing banding 
system is four equidistant bands of the same width. The colun~ella is rather 
narrow, rounded, with a slight nodulous thickening above. The outer lip is 
sharp-edged, slightly sinuous. A Wetumpka specimen measured 20 x 12 1-2 
mm., the largest from up-river shoals, 22 1-2 x 14 mm. 
The fissure is short, straight and bluntly rounded at the opening in old 
shells. I t  is seldom more than 3 mm. in depth. Compared with the fissure 
in puuzilztm that of pagoda is shorter and more flaring; apparently it is 
always straight. 
The kilow11 range for the species is from The Bar, Chilton County, to 
Wetumpka, Elmore County. 
Lea speaks of wctz~wzpkaensis as umbilicate. This is merely a11 effect of 
erosion. Sometimes the animal leaves a chink close to the border of the colu- 
mella and the opening is widened irregularly by corrosion. Three lots of 
zwatumpkaensis in the Lea collection agree very well with liagoda, though 
less carinated and having color bands. O ~ n a t a  is a young shell. The locality 
given, North Carolina, is apparently, as Tryon points out, a confusio~~ with 
Anculosa ornata Anth. from that state. Dr. Walker exainiiied the type of 
anthonyi  in the British. Museum and found it to be identical with pagoda. 
Lewis (5, p. 23) suggested the possibility of zaetumpkaensis being a variety 
or the young of pagoda. 
G y ~ o t o m n  pu~ni l zr~n  (Lea) 
Y1. I ,  figs. 10 and I I 
Scl~izosto+?zo pz~?r~ila Lea, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila.. X11. 1860. p. IS;: Journ. 
Acad. Nat. Sci., V, n. s., 1862, p. 252, pl. 35, fig. 57; Obs. Gen. Unio. IX, 1863. p. 74, 
pl. xxxv, fig. 57; Lewis, Amer. Journ. Conchol., V, 1569-70, p. 169; Tryon, Monog. 
Strepom., 1873, p. 357; Lewis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. 23. 
Gyrotonza pulnila Lea, Binney, Check List, 1860, No. 328; Brot, List, 1862, p. 27. 
Gyrotoma olivz~la ercisa (Lea), Hannibal, Proc. iqalacol. Soc., X, 1912, p. IS?. 
Alelatoma Alabamense Lea, Reeve. Monog. Melatoma. 1861. sp. 20. 
Sclzisostonza ~ l o b o s a  Lea, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.. Phila.. XII ,  1860, p. 186; Journ. 
Acid. Nat. Sci., Phila., V, n. s.. 1862, p. 252, pl. 35. fig. 58; Obs. Gen. Unio, 11, 1863, 
P. 74. pl. xxxv, fig. 58; Lewis, Amcr. Journ. Conchol.. V, 1869-70, p. 168. 
S c h ~ o s t o ~ i z a  c.rc{sz~+i~ Lea, Hinclrley, Nautilus, XVIII, IN, p. 4r. 
Gyrotoma globosa Lea, Binney, Check List, 18G0, No. 321; Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; 
Paetel, Cat., 18%, p. 362. 
Melatoma globosum Lea, Reeve, Rilonog. i\/Ielatoina, 1861, sp. IS. 
Description : Shell striate, top-shaped ; rather thin, pale horn-co'ior, i~uperforate ; 
spire very obtuse; sutures much impressed; whorls six, ventricose, the last very large;,  
fissure straight and rather short;  aperture rather small, ovate, white within, angular 
at the base and somewhat canaliculate; columella whitc, twisted and thickened below; 
outer lip acute and sinuous. 
Habitat:  Alabama; B. W. Budd, M. D. 
Diameter, .40; length, .63 of a n  inch.-Lea. 
The fissure of pztmilum is "rather short" oilly as coinpared wjth the 
character in such species as exc i su~n .  I t  may be co~lsidered as inoderately 
deep for the genus. It is narrow, usually straight, rarely slightly oblique. 
In Wetumpl<a speciinens examined, this slit has a maximuin depth of 7 1-2 
tntn., in a specimen from Higg.in's Ferry, it is g 1-4 mm. deep. The girdle 
is more marked in some specimens than in others, varying also in color 
and size. Cross sections showed the girdle to be hollow for about 3 or 4 
mm. behind the fissure. Behind this hollow space it was filled wit11 fine 
crystalline shell material. 
The adult is ovate, with whorls slightly convkx, the base rounded ; often 
very heavy. The spire in partly grown shells is obtuse, xvith faint plicac, 
often missing. The largest Wetumpka speciinen measures 18% x I 1% 
mm., the largest up-river shell, 22 x 12 ~ n m .  Ten or twelve revolviilg folds 
appear on the body whorl in Wetumpka lots, tending to disappear in colonies 
farther up the Coosa. For example, at  Butting Rail1 Shoals, half the pzl- 
milurn are smooth. Color varies from sulphine-yellow to dark olive. About 
one shell in four laclcs color bands. The prevailing formula is four bands, 
the third from the top being smaller than the others. The aperture is ovate 
to elliptical, white to yellowish-white. In Wetumpka shells the folds show 
through as broad white bands in the aperture. The columella is rounded, 
not wide, white to bluish-white. I t  is not nearly as stout as might be expect- 
cd in a shell of this size. At the mouth of the fissure is a spot of white 
callus. The outer lip is curved outward at the top and is slightly crenulate 
in shells with folds. 
In juveniles the spire is smooth, conic, thc whorls flat, the suture not 
much impressed, the periphery angular. The fissme begins with the fifth 
whorl. Embryo shells are of about 1% whorls, closely coiled and without 
sculpture. 
The species occurs from Weduska Shoals to Wetumpka. The Wcduska 
Shoals specimens are a dwarf form, occurring in very sn~all numbers. The 
largest is 19 x g mm. The shell is delicate, shining, the upper whorls having 
low plicae, the base bearing obscure folds. The fissure in these specimens 
is straight to slightly oblique, 3 to 4 mm. in depth. The temptation has been 
to allow them a distinctive name, but the form appears to correspond with 
dwarf puuniluwt collected by Mr. Smith at Higgin's Ferry, The Bar and 
Duncan's Riffle. 
A note upon one of Mr. Smith's labels for  this species reads, "On rocks, 
in very swift water, 1-3 feet deep." 
Hinkley (2, p. 41) maltes fiz~~+zikvz a synonym of e-~cisun4. An exanlina; 
tion of the types of the two species compels me to disagree with him. 
G y ~ o t o m a  alabawzensis (Lea) 
PI. I, figs. 12 and 13 
Schizostomn Alaba~laef~sis Lea, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., XII, 1860, p. 187; 
Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., V, n. s., 1862, p. 250, pl. 35, fig. 54; Obs. Gen. Union, IX, 
1863, p. 72, pl. xxxv, fig. 54; Lewis, Amer. Journ. Conchol., V, 1869-70, p. 168; Tryon, 
Monog. Strepom.. 1873. P. 367; Lewis. Fauna of Ala.. 1876, p. 22. 
Gyrotoma Alabanzensis Lea, Binney, Checlc List, 1860, No. 305; Brot, List, 1862, 
p. 27; Paetel, Cat.. 1888, p. 361. 
Gyrotoma olivula cxcisa (Lea). Hannibal. Proc. Malacol. Soc.. X. 1912. p. 181. 
Melatoma babylonic~~wz Lea, Reeve, Monog. Melatoma, 1860, sp. 6. 
Description : Shell striate, elliptical, stout, yellowish-olive, imperforate ; spire 
obtusely conical; sutures very m~ucli impressed; whorls six, banded, rather inflated, 
the last very large; fissure oblique and rather short; aperture rather large, ovate, banded 
within and obtusely angular a t  the base; columella white, somewhat thickened above 
and below; outer lip sharp and sinuate. 
Habitat: Alabama; B. W. Budd, M.D., and Dr. E. R. Showalter. 
Diameter, .so; length, .go of an inch.--lea. 
The description, "fissure oblique and rather short" so misled Mr. Smitl~ 
that when he found alabamensis lie was compelled to believe that he had 
coille upon a new species. Examination of the type disclosed, however, 
that the shells of Lea and Smith were the same. The fissure varies from 
straight to oblique. Of 37 shells from The Bar, Cliilton County, 16 had 
straight fissures. The difference did tlot seem to be a matter of age. The 
depth of fissure is froill 6 mm. in half-grown shells to 10 mm. in old. The 
girdle is yellow, rather wide, and is well-niarlted in nearly all specimens. 
The species is probably the most robust of the genus. Tlie largest 
specimen iii the Alabama collection nieasures 26% x 13% mm. The base 
is sub-angular up to thi-ee-fourths of the growth. I n  adults, it is rounded. 
The folds are low, not always regularly-spaced, and are stoutest in youtlg 
shells. Occasional smooth shells have been talten. A distinct tendency to- 
ward plication is noticeable upon the upper whorls. The nearly iiliscroscopic 
sculpture consists of fine growth lines, crossed by discontinuous, wavy trans- 
verse lines. The color is buckthorn-brown to deep olive. Two bands of 
cclual width, at top and base respectively, and a third band, much wider, at  
the periphery constitute the commonest banding formula. In many speci- 
mciss coloring matter is deposited in the base of the folds and this sho\vs 
111 tlie aperture as bands or  lines. The aperture is elliptical rather than 
ovate. The coluniella is white, not very wide, thinning above the center into 
a bluish-white \vash with a porcelainous node at the mouth of the fissure. 
'I'he sinus is distinct. The outer lip is sharp-edged, crenulate, slightly 
sinuous. 
Young shells are ovate, sub-angulated, plicate upon the post-embryo 
\vliqrls ; tlie fissure straight, not wide ; the columella narrow, yellowisli- 
white; the sinus having a sliallo~v channel. Seven or eight whorls are incli- 
cnted for the adult specimen. 
The range of alabawze~zsis is froni Pecl<erwood Shoals, Talladega County, 
to Duncan's Riffle, Chilton County. 
l'eckerwood Shoals shells are wider in proportion to height than speci- 
mens from other known localities and they show, more than these others, 
tlie relationship of alabanze~zsis and carinife~,u~lz Anth. A varietal name 
does not seem to be warranted in the case of this race unless other varieties, 
and there are several, are also so baptized. I n  nearly all the lots are shells 
close to pu1rtilun4 in general appearance. Pagoda may be considered a third 
or fourth cousin to the southward and ca~i~tiferztutz a first o r  second cousiil 
to  the north. 
Gyrotonta cari~ziferztnt Anthony 
P1. I,  figs. 14 and I5 
Gyrotowan cari~zifera Anth., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., XII,  Feb. 1860, p. 66; 
Binney, Check List, 1860, No. 310; Erot, List, 1862, p. 27; Paetel, Cat., 1888, p. 361. 
Melatonza cariniferunz Anth., Reeve, Monog. Melatoma, 1861, sp. 13. 
Schi,zostoma cari~zifem~llz Anth., Lewis, Amcr. Journ. Conchol., V, 1869-70, p. 168; 
Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 1873, p. 353; I,ewis, Fau11a of Ala., 1576, p. 22. 
Schizoclzili~s Shozwalterii Idea. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., XII,  March. 1860. p. 
93. 
SclzLosto~iza Slzowalterii Lea, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., V, n. s., 1S62, p. 
246, pl. 35, fig. 49; Obs. Gen. Unio, IX, 1863, p. 68. pl. xxxv, fig. 49. 
Gyro ta~~za  Sltowalterii Lea, Binney, Checlc List, 1860, No. 334; Erot, List, 1%2, 
p. 28. 
Gyrotolna oliuula c.z-cisa (Lea), Hannibal, Proc. Malacol. Soc., X, 1012, I). 181. 
Descriptio~z : Shell conic, thick, dark brown ; spire obtusely elevated, truncatc, 
though not abruptly so, six whorls remaining, one or two having apparently been lost 
hy truncation; carinations elevated, subacute and found 011 all the whorls, two on 
each of the spiral ones and three or four on the body whorl; fissure direct, broad and 
rnoderately deep, extending about one-fifth around the shell; sutures irregular, nluch 
modified by the carinae, and often concealed in part by theill; aperturc ovate and band- 
ed within; columella much rounded, callous at the lower part only; outer lip irreg- 
ularly waved, its outline niodified by the carinae on the body-whorl ; no sinus. 
Habitat : Coosa River, Alabama. 
Length of shell, 7-8; breadth of shell, 1-2 of an inch. Length of aperture, 5%-16 
of an inch; breadth of aperture, 1-4 of ail inch.-Lca. 
Tlie opportunity has been given to examine the type of carilziferunz;. 
which is in the Museum of Con~parative Zoology. The shell is about three- 
fourths grown. Tlie fissure is rather narrow as coiilpared wit11 the same 
character in several other species, is slanting and 8% mm. deep. I n  twenty- 
five other speciinells the fissure of seven is straight, very sligl~tly oblique in 
one and noticeably oblique in seventeen. The girdle is narro~v and of much 
the saine color as the body of the shell. 
Fk11 grown specilllens are not so stoutly ribbed as younger ones, and 
in illstances the folds become almost obsolete. A few greatly resemble G. 
alabamensis Lea. The largest shell measured 24 x 15 mm. I t  shot~ld be 
said that in the cut published by Tryon (TO, p. 353) the ribs are made to 
seem inore twisted than they actually are itz the type. The color is brown- 
ish olive. The banding formula, comtnon to the group, is four bands, the 
third from the top being smaller than the rest. Variations occur, but they 
are ~~loclifications of this formt~la. The aperture is more often elliptical 
than ovate. In  old specimens the colutnella is white, wide, continuous and 
with the ustlal node of porcelain-like callus at the top. Young shells are 
angulated a t  the base. They indicate that an uneroded adult would have 
eight whorls. 
The only locality lcilowtl for this species is Fort William Shoals. In 
1914, shortly af ter  a visit to this site, Mr. Sillith wrote to Dr. Walker, "On 
a reef * * * I struclc G. cari~ziferz~m; the only ones I had seen before 
were a broken specimen in the Scl~owalter collectio~i and about ten I had 
collected last year in a lower part of Fort William Shoals. I n  this new 
place we gathered about zoo in three hours, and I thinlc we scraped the place 
tiearly clean. The species occurred only ill about fifteen yards of the reef 
ant1 always in the swiftest water where other Gyroton~a cannot stick. There 
was one little pool under a fall which must have yielded over IOO fine ones." 
I-Jinl<ley (2, p. 41) mentions slzowalterii Lea. I t  is not clear that he re- 
fers to; the species which has had to give way to cariniferzavvt by reason of 
the rule of priority or to the one given the saine name by Lea in 1864. 
I~longate to ventricose, the whorls almost flat, sometimes ligulate, the 
shell rather heavy and resembliilg Golziobasis iwzpressa Lea in sculpture; 
fissure obliclue, with a inaxiinuiil depth of 6 mm.; girdle not pronounced; 
aperture narrow ; the sinus distinct; bands consisting usually of illally fine 
lines. 
PI. I, figs. 16, 17, and 18 
ScJ~izostoll%a Lewisii Lea, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., XXI, 1869, p. 62; Journ- 
Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., VIII,  1874, p. 61, pl. 21, fig. 16; Obs. Gen. Unio, XIII, 1874, 
1,. 65. pl. xxi. fig. 16 : Lewis. Amer. Journ. Conchol., V. 1869-70. p. 168; Lewis. Fauna 
of Ala., 1876, p. 2 3 ;  I-Iinlrley, Nautilus, XVIII ,  1904, p. 41. 
Descrjptioft: Shell closely striate, subcylindrical, rather thin, yellowish-brown, 
imperforate; spire conical, folded ; sutures very much itupressed ; whorls abotit seven, 
the last one large; fissure oblique and short; aperture large, rhoinboidal, banded within; 
outer lip crenulate and sinuous; columella white, thiclrencd and twisted. 
Habitat : Coosa River, Alabama, Dr. E. R. Schowalter. 
Diameter, .5 ; length, .g inch.--Lea. 
The fissure is oblique, shallow, 2% to 3% 111n1. in depth. There is no 
distinct girdle. A broadening or shouldering of the whorl immediately 
below the suture appears to  serve the purpose of covering the fissure as 
growth proceeds. I n  young shells this shoulder does not occur though the 
mollusk has a well-developed fissure at this stage. 
Lewisii is stout, ventricose to elongate and is covered with fine, sharply 
cut folds or  riblets, closely set and varying slightly in size. Growth lines 
are fine, being crossed by ininute discoiltinuous revolving lines not always 
distinct beneath a hand lens. A few specimens are constricted upon the 
body whorl though none talten by Mr. Smith is so much constricted as in 
the figure of Lea's type. Color usually citrine. All the ribs seein to con- 
tain more or  less coloring matter. I n  young shells this shows through into 
the aperture, giving an effect of numerous bands. As shell material is 
deposited the finer bands or lines tend t o  disappear. The usually narrow 
and elliptical aperture has a distinct sinus at its base. The columella is 
broad and, in inlinature specimens, merely a wash of white above the center 
of the aperture. The node at the top is not prominent. One specimen 
has a reddish col~~mella. The largest shell is 22PG x 12% n~tn .  
Half-gi-own specinleils are conic, subarngulate, slightly carillate and have 
a pronounced sinus. The fissure is very shallow, but well-tnarlted. 
Mr. Sinith's shells, and presuinably those take11 by Dr. Schowalter, were 
collected on Fort William Shoals. Hinltley (2, p. 41) gives Wilsonville as 
another locality. This would seein to be on o r  wjtl~in touch of Three- 
Island Shoals. 
Dr. Lea remarlted upoil the resemblance of his species to Go~aiobasis 
imjrcssa Lea. Save in regard to the fissure of lezwisii, the two shells are 
exceedingly alike. The one, I believe, can be considered an offshoot of the 
other. 
Gyrotoma hendersoni H .  H. Sn~ith, new species 
PI. 11, figs. 19, 20, and I 
Shell: Subcylindrical, rather heavy, whorls allnost flat, the last broadly rounded 
at the base. Apes eroded, only two whor'ls remaining. The entire shell is covered with 
low folds of varying size which tend to  wave or brcalc where new shell inaterial has 
becn deposited aftcr rest pcriods. Betwecn the folds of the penultiiuate whorl the fine 
~cr t i ca l  growth lines are crossed by transverse lines, very delicate and usually dis- 
conti~iuous. Fissure oblique, 6 mm. in depth. The suture is covered by a narrow, 
cord-lilte, irregular girdle somewhat lighter than the general body color. In a broken 
place in this "hem" the suture appears as deeply impressed o r  channelled. Color of 
shell brownish-olive. The bands are deposits of coloring matter in the base of the 
folds, sometimes coalescing so that for the eleven folds of the body whorl six bands 
show in the aperture. Colulnella narrow, rounded from center to base, flattened 
above the center and having a heavy callus a t  the fissure; white from center to  base, 
dull purple above. Aperture elliptical, with a distinct sinus below. Outer lip a 
little crenulate, firm, broadly curving outward a t  the top and slightly inward a t  
the base. 
Operct~lz~+n: Leaf-like, leathery, very dark red. Apex acute, base rounded; right 
nlargin ~ n u c h  inore curved than the left. Whorls three, the first two tightly coiled 
and close to  the'left margin and about I mm. from the base. The  region, of the inner 
whorls is excavated or crater-like. Radiating lines are of varying strength. Altitude 
8 I-a mm. ; diameter 4 1-2 mm. 
Measurcnzerzts : Altitude, 21 mm. ; diameter, 12 mm. Aperture : Lowest part of 
fissure to  base, 10 1-2 mm.; diamcter, 4 1-4 mm. 
Type Locality: Coosa River, Fort William Shoals, Talladcga County, A'la. 
Type in Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan; paratypes it1 Alabama Mu- 
seum of Natural History. 
The affinities of this species are with G. lem'sii (Lea).  I t  differs in hav- 
ing fewer and stouter folds, a more rounded body whorl, a deeper and 
less oblique fissure and less shouldered aspect. While the question may 
rise as to  whether lesvisii is Goniobasis ivlzpressa Lea with a gyrotomoid 
outer lip the position of 1zazde1,soni as a true Gyrotoma is not to be ques- 
tioned. 
The fissurc varies from g s n ~ m .  ill depth in young shells to 6 mm. in 
adults. As depth increases, the fissure becomes less oblique, or  to put it 
another way, more narrow. There is little variation in form, sculpture and 
color. The bands are from five to ten, following no formula as in most 
other species of the genus. A young specimen of Izendersoni is thin, suban- , 
gulate. The fissure is shallow, the suture rather indistinct, the bands many 
and linear. Eight whorls are indicated for a full-grown specimen. 
The only locality known for this species is Fort William Shoals. Writing 
fro111 this place on July 17, 1914, Mr. Smith said: "On a reef just above 
we got the regularly striate form which I have been callng G. lezPn'sii, though 
I ail1 not ab all sure. With it another which I talce to be G. babylonicun4, 
ant1 a third forin undescribed w l ~ i c l ~  I propose to name G. Ize~zdcrsoni; it is 
striate nluch like lczwisii, but has a square and moderately deep slit." In 
September of the same year, Mr. Smith wrote: "The species which I 
propose to nanie lzendcrso~zi is one of the most beautiful of the genus and 
is apparently very constat~t." 
Quadrate, bulbous, conic or elo~lgate; the whorls sil~ooth or with folds, 
often faintly plicate; fissure ordinarily straight and as deep as 10 mtn.; 
girdle well-marked, though sometimes absent; aperture elliptical; sinus 
distinct ; bands : three in en-cisum, four in ladi~zatuf~z. 
Gyrotowza crcisz~nz (Lea) 
PI. 11, figs. 22 and 23 
ibIela~aia excisa Lea, Proc Amer. Phil. Soc., 11, 1843, p. 242; Trans. Amer. Phil. 
Soc., IX, 1844, pp. 25, 29; Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., X, 1848, p. 93; Obs. Gen. Unio, 
IV, 1848, pp. 25, 29, 93; Jay, Cat., 4th ed., 1852, p. 273. 
Sc/zizostom,a excisa Lea, Wheatley, Cat. Shells U. S., 1845, p. 28; Lea, Journ. Acad. 
Nat. Sci., Phila., V, n. s., 1862, p. 250; Obs. Gen. Unio, IX, 1863, p. 72; Lewis, Amer. 
Journ. Conchol., V, 1869-70. P. 168; 'Sryon. Monog. Strepom., 1873. pp. s v ,  ssii i ,  xxv, 
356; Lewis, Fauna of Ala., 1876. p. 23. 
Gyrotoma excisa Lea, H .  & A. Adams, Genera, I, 1858, p. 305; Binney, Checlc 
List, 1860, No. 317; Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; Paete'l, Cat., 1888, p. 362. 
Gyrotoma olivula excira (Lea), Hannibal, Proc. Rialacol, Soc., X, 1912, p. 181. 
Melatonzo excisum Lea. Reeve, Monog. filelatoma, 1860. sp. 2. 
Melatonz,~ Slzowalterii Lea (prob. esciszui~) ,  Reeve, filonog. Melatorna, 1861, sp. 23. 
Gyrotofrza ovoideum S'hutt., Mittheil, Bcrn. Nat. Gcsell., No. 50, July 22, 1845, p. 
88; H.  6r A. Adams. Genera. I, 1858, p. .TO;. 111. 32, fig. 4 ;  Paetel, Cat.. 1888, p. 362. 
Sclzizostoma ovoidcunz Shutt., Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 1873, pp. s\., 356; Lewis, 
1;auna of Ala.. 1876.'~. 23: I-Iinkley. Nautilus. XVIII, 1904, 1). 41. 
Gyrotoma bnlbose Anth., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., Feb. 1860, p. 65; Binney, 
Check List. 1860. No. 309; Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; Paetel. Cat.. 1888, p. 361. 
filelatoma bz~lbosum Anth., Reeve, Monog. i\lclato~na. 1861, sp. 22. 
Schbo~stoma bulbosum Anth., Lewis, Amcr. Jour. Conchol., 1869-70, p. 168; 
Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 1873, p. 361 ; Lewis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. 22. 
Gyrotoma ovalis Anth., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., Feb., I%, p. 65; Binney, 
Check List, 1860, No. 325; Brot, List, 1862, 11. 27; Paetel, Cat., 1888, p. 362. 
Schizostoma glans Lea, Proc. Acad. Nat Sci., Phila., 1860, p. 186; Journ, Acad. 
Nat. Sci., Phila., V, n. s., 1862, p. 248, pl. 35, fig. 52; Obs. Gen. Unio, IX, 1863, pp. 70, 
71, 74, pl. xxxv, fig. 52; Lewis, Amer. Journ. Conchol., V, 1869-70, p. 168; Tryon, 
Monog. Strepom., 1873, p. 363; Lewis, Fauna of Rla., 1876, p. 23; Hinkley, Nautilus, 
XVIII, 1904, p. 40. 
Gyrotoma glans Lea, Binney, Check List, 1560, No. 320; Brot, List, 1%2, p. 27. 
Melatoma ellipticzbnz Anth., MSS., Reeve, n'lonog. Melatoma, 1861, sp. 21. 
Gyrotoma ellipticum Anth., Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; Paetel, Cat., 1888. p. 362. 
Sckizostoma ellipticum Anth., Lewis, Amer. Journ. Conchol., V, 1869-70, p. 168; 
Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 1873, p. 359; Lewis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. 23; Hinliley, 
Nautilus, XVIII, 1904, p. 40. 
Description : Shell striate, subfusiform, rather thick, yellowish ; spire ovately 
conical; sutures impressed; whorls flattened; aperture cut out above, stnall, elliptical, 
whitc. 
flabifat : Alabama. 
Diameter, .40; length, .64 of an inch.--Lea. 
As variation goes in Gyrotoma this species is remarkably wanti11g in 
variability. At Wetumplta it bears folds in cominon with many other Pleu- 
~ roceridae there and at Three-Island Slioals, the other extreme of its occur- 
rence, it is ordinarily lighter in color and smooth. Otherwise there is little 
difference between the members of the two colonies. This may argue that 
c.rci.s~~z?z is the oldest of the genus, time having brought its usual unif~ormity, 
and this hypothesis is supported by the fact that the species has the longest 
range of all Gyrotomae. 
T11e fissure is deep, up to 10 mm., in the largest adults, very narrow in 
the -)~outlg and wide~liilg with age; ordinarily straight, bbut in a few shells 
waving upon the lower edge. The girdle is thread-like to rounded and thick, 
and of slightly lighter color than the body of the shell. 
Forms are quadrate, bulbous, ovate, elongate, any one colony having 
specilllens of these shapes. Where folds occur they are low, not very con- 
spicuous. Of 38 specimens in one lot taken at The Bar, 29 are obscurely 
plicate upon the upper whorls, 9 are without plicae. This ratio of sculp- 
tured shells to those laclting plicae is about the same wherever the species 
occurs. In  general the shell is of a soft silky appearance. Color is aniline- 
yellow to mummy-brown. The coinmonest banding formula is three bands, 
the one at the periphery being wider than the others. The columella in the 
oldest specimens is heavy, broad, complete to the top and thickened at the 
fissure. Color is usually white, but at times yellowish-white, pink or purple. 
The sinus is distinct, pointed. The outer lip is slightly sinuous. Mr. 
Smith's largest c x c i s u ~  measured 23 x 12 mm. 
The enlbryo is smooth, tightly coiled. Shells developed to the fifth 
whorl are si~looth with a slight carina a t  the periphery; the sinus being 
well marked; the fissure straight, tight and about 3 mm. in depth. Partly 
grown individuals are not so angular at the base as in most other species. 
The whorls indicated for an adult are seven or eight. 
Sl~uttleworth's shells froill the Coosa River were sent to him by Rugel 
and this collector tool\- fiyrawtidatzm not far from the northernmost known 
locality for c.~cisunz. It  seems probable that the shell to which Shuttle- 
worth gave the name ovoidcum came from this point or very close to  it. G. 
elliptic~lulz Anth. in the Philadelphia Academy, received from Anthony 
himself, is the same as his bulbosun~ except that it is elongate. Bz~lbosum is 
wcisu~n in its old age, ovalis in its graceful youth. The tuberculation of 
glans, cited by Tryon as if a distinguishing character, occurs rarely and 
seems to be withotit significance. 
Gy~otonza laci~jiatt~~~z (Lea) 
PI. 11, figs. 24 and 25 
Sclzizosto~ila lacinintz~git Lea, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., IV, 1845, p. 167; Trans. 
Amer. Phil. Soc., X, 1848, p. 95, pl. ix, fig. 57; Obs. Gen. Unio, IV, 1848, p. 95, pl. ix, 
fig. 57; Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phi'la., V, n. s., 1862, p. 253; Obs. Gen. Unio, IX, 1863, 
p. 75; Lewis, Amer. Journ. Conchol., V, 1869-70, p. 168; Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 
1873, pp. xv, 359; Lewis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. 23. 
Gy~,otonzn laciniata Lea, 13. & A. Adams, Genera, I, 1858, p. 305; Binney, Check 
List, 1860, No. 324; Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; Paetel, Cat., 1888, p. 362. 
Sclzizostonza castanea Lea, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., XII, 1860, p. 186; 
Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., V, n. s., 1862, p. 247, pl. 35, fig. 50; Obs. Gen. Unio, 
IX, 1863, p. 69, pl. xxxv, fig. 50; Lewis, Amer. Journ. Conchol., V, 1869-70, p. 168; 
Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 1873, p. 355; Lewis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. 22; Hinkley, 
Nautilus, XVIII, 1904, p. 40. 
Gyrotogiza castattea Lea, Binney, Check List, 1860, No. 311; Brot, List, 1862, p. 
27; Pactel, Cat., 1888, p. 361. 
Gyrotovza olivz~la ercisa (Lea), Ilannibal, Proc. Malacol. Soc., X, 1912, p. 181. 
Dcscrifitio?~ : Sllell smooth, obtusely conical, rather thick, banded, gellowisll 
horn-color ; splre obtuse ; sutures excabated ; whorls convex ; fissure deep ; aperture 
elliptical, w111tis11 within; columella smooth, thickened above. 
Habitat : Tusealoosa, Alabama. 
Diameter, .35 ; letlgth, .45 of at1 inch.-lea. 
This is the smallest species of the genus. The largest shell examined 
, , measures 16 s I0  mm. l h e  average size of fourteen specimens is 14.9 s 
8.5 mm. The species resen~bles excisir$~z Lea in sculpture, fissure and 
banding system. I t  occurs from Fort Willianl Shoals, Talladega Cou~lty, to 
Wetumpka, Elillore County. A note by Mr. Smith with lacil l iatz~~i~ iron1 
Fort Williaill Shoals reads, "Found in a few places along the eastern or  
Talladega County side and quite close to the banks where the water is 
swift; 011 or  clinging to the lower side of stones. I n  one place, partly 
under overhangiilg bushes, we collected over 100 within a few yards, but 
generally the species is rare." 
Ill laci~ziatum the fissure is very deep in porportion to the shell; it is 
narrow and hugs the body whorl. Its depth in adults is 7 to 754 imm. The 
girdle is small and thin. Of  48 spcci~~lens the girdle is absent ill 13. 
The shell is conic, subangulated, with whorls flat to slightly convex. Up- 
per whorls are smooth to carinate, showing a tendency to form a few ob- 
scure plicae. Coillinonly there are four or  five low folds up011 the base, 
seldom very distinct. Beneath the fissure are low vertical puckerings, made 
conspicuous by spots of coloring matter between them. GI-owt11 lines arc 
fine, irregular, crossed on parts of the shell by revolving lines which in 
few instances go clear around the whorl. Color is buckthoi-11-brown to 
clove-brown. The prevailing banding formula i s  four bands of equal 
width, the two in the center approximate. 'I'hese latter bands sometimes 
coalesce into the formula ordinarily occurring in excisz~wz. The aperture 
is elliptical, nearly pointed at the top, more rounded at the base and having a 
slight sinus. The columella is small, regularly rounded, ~v11itc and having 
a node at the fissure. In  only one specimen observed was the columella 
developed fully above the center. The outer lip is sinuous, more ailgular at 
the top than rounded. 
The enlbryo shell is very small, sn~ooth, tightly coiled. Some juveniles 
are strongly carinate, others smooth. Irregular plicae occur. There are 
three bands, that at the center dividing illto two. In  shells of five whorls 
the fissure is quite deep. The adult laciniatu~.tz has seven or  eight whorls. 
A colnparisoll of the types of laciniatz611z and castaneuvlz proved the111 
to be identical. Lea's first specimens were apparently froin lVetumpl<a. 
I t  was not until about fifteen years later that he saw the up-river forms. 
Cylindrical to globose; whorls shouldered, often cotlstricted, sometimes 
nodulous; smooth to striate; fissure usually shallow and oblique though 
in amplum as deep as 9 mm. and in installces straight; girdle stout and ir- 
regular when present; aperture ovate; sinus more noticeable in young than 
in adult shells; bands ihree. 
Gyrotowlo i~zcisufq~ (Lea) 
PI. 11, figs. 26, 27, 28, and 29 
.4nczllosa incisa Lca, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., 11, 1843, p. 243; Trans. Amer. Phil. 
Soc., IX, 1844, p. 28. 
Sclzizosionta iltcisa Lea, Wheatley, Cat. Shells U. S., 1845, p. A; Lea, Trans. Amer. 
Phil. Soc., X, 1848, p. 93; Lea, Obs. Gen. Unio, IV, 1848, pp. 28, 93; Lea, Proc. Acad. 
Nat. Sci., Phila., XII, 1860, p. 186; Hanley, Conchol. Misc., Melania, 1854-58, pl. 5, 
figs. 44, 45; Lewis, Amer. Journ. Conchol., V, I&-70, p. 165; iTryon, 31onog. Strepom., 
1873, pp. xxiii, xxv, 378; Lewis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. 23; I-Iinliley, Nautilus, XVIII, 
1904, PP- 40, 41. 
Melania ittcisa Lea, Jay, Cat., 4th ed., 1852, p. 274. 
Leptoxis irzcisa Lea, Haldeman, in Chenu's Illustrations Conchyliog., 1843-53, liv. 
73, p. 2, pl. I, figs. 24-26; Binney, Check List, 1860, No. 363. 
Gyrotonza i~zcisa Lca, H.  & A. Adams, Genera, I ,  1858, p. 305; Bi~~ney,  Chcck List, 
1860, No. 323; Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; Paetel, Cat.; IBS, p.. 362; Goodrich, Anculosae 
Ala. Drain., 1922, p. 56. 
Gyroto~na laeta itrcisa (Lea), Hannibal, Proc. Malacol. Soc., S, 1912, p. 182. 
hfe la to~na i i~cisz~~re Lea, Recve, Monog. Me'latoma, 1860, sp. 4. 
Sclzi,-ostonza curta Mighels, Bost. Proc., I, Oct. 1844, p. 189; Tryon, Monog. 
Strepom., 1873, pp. xv, 363; Lewis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. 22. 
Gyroto~na curta Migh., H. & A. Adam~s, Genera, I, 1858, p. 305; Binney, Check 
I,ist, 1860, No. 314. 
Gyrotonzo cz~rta Gould, Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; Paetel, Cat., 1888, p. 361. 
Gyvotolna olivula ercisa (Lea), Hanniba'l, Proc. Malacol. Soc., X, 1912, 11. 181. 
Schizostolna Buddii Lea, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., IV, 1845, p. 167; Trans. Ainer. 
Phil. Soc., X, 1848, p. 94, pl. ix, fig. 53; Obs. Gen. Unio, IV, 1848, 11. 94, pl. ix, fig. 53; 
Obs. Gen. Unio, IX, 1863, p. 74; Lewis, Amer. Journ. Conchol., V, 1869-70, p. 168; 
Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 1873, pp. xv, 370; Lewis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. 22. 
Gyrotowza Bz~ddii  Lea, Hm. & A. Adamts. Genera, I ,  1858, p. 305; Binney, Checlc 
List, 1860, No. 308; Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; Paetel, Cat., 1888, p. 361. 
Schizosto~rza col~strictuwz Lea, Pi-oc. Amer. Phil. Soc., IV, 1845, p. 167; Trans. 
Ainer. Phil. Soc., X, 1848, p. 94, pl. is,  fig. 55; Obs. Gen. Unio, IV, 1848, p. 94, pl. ix, 
fig. 55; Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., XII, 1860, p. 186; Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 
V, n. s., 1862, p. 246; Obs. Gen. Unio, IX, 1863, p. 68; Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 
VI, 1866, p. 149; Obs. Gen. Unio, XI, 1867, p. 105; Lewis, Amer. Journ. Conchol., V, 
1%-70; p. 168; Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 1873, PP. xv, 373, 374; Lewis, Fauna of 
Ala., 1876, p. 22. 
Gyrotoala co~~str ic ta  Lea, I-I. & A. Adan~s, 'Genera, I, 1858, p. 305; Binney, Check 
List, 1860, No. 302; Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; Paetel, Cat., 1888, p. 361. 
Sckkos to~r ta  jz~~ricz~latz~+~z Lea, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., IV, 1845, p. 167; Trans. 
Amer. Phil. Soc., X, 1848, p. 95, pl. ix, fig. 56; Obs. Gen. Unio, IV, 1848, p. 95, pl. ix, 
fig. 56; Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 1873, pp. xv, 371. 
Gyrotonza fzclzicztlnta Lea, I-I. & A. Adams, Genera, I, 1858, p. 305; Binney, Check 
List, 1860, No. 318; Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; Paetel, Cat., 1888, p. 362. 
Gyrotowza qz~adrata Anthony, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., XII, Feb. ISGO, p. 65; 
Binney, Checlc List, 1860, No. 330; Paetel, Cat., 1888, p. 362. 
Melntoma qnladratzlnz Antli., Reeve, Monog. Melatoma, 1860, sp. 7. 
Schizostonza vire~zs Lea, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., XII, 1860, p. 187; Journ. 
Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., V, 11. s., 1S62, p. 253, pl. 35, fig. 59; Obs. Gen. Unio, IX, 1865, 
p. 75; p1. xxv, fig. 59. 
Gyro to~~za  zircns Lea, Einncy, Check List, I&, No. 335; Brot, List, 1862, p. 28; 
Paetcl, Cat., 1888, p. 362. 
Gyrotolrca obliqr~a Anth., MSS., Tryon, Monog. Strepoiu., 1873, p. 378; Paetel, 
Cat., 1888, p. 362. 
Descriptiotl: Shell smooth, ovately gibbous, thick, yellowish-brown ; spire short ; 
whorls four, flattened; columella thickened above; aperture large, ovate, white. 
Habitat : Alabama. 
Diameter, 44; length, .64 of an inch.-Lea. 
I n  incisurn the fissure is shallow and oblique. I t  is as deep as 7% nmm. 
in specimens fi-0111 Wcduslca Shoals. I t  is most shallow in specimens from 
Butting Iiam Shoals down to Wetumplca, not exceediilg 2% mm. in depth. 
The  girdle, which represents the mateiial filling the fissui-c as growth pro- 
ceeds, is usually \veil-marlced when it is iloticeable at  all, part~cularly to- 
ward the end of growth of adult individuals. 
The shell is heavy, broadly rouilded at  the shoulder, frequently with a 
broad colmstriction around the center of the xvhorl. IIi~lliley (2, 11. 40) 
speales of i i ~ c k l ~ i m  as never noduloui. C>ccasion,il speclmells do have nodes 
a t  the shoulder, but these niarliings appear to  be without significance. The 
largest shell observed measures 22 s 14% 111111. The growth lines are usual- 
ly fine ailtl regular and these arc olten crossed 11y d~scont inuo~s  transverse 
lines, a t  the to11 of the whol-1. Of 78 shells froill one lot from 
Wetumplca, 1 1  showed revolving folds of illore or less The 
folds are seldonl present in i~zcisz~rlt coming from farther up the river. Color 
varies from olive-ocher to ciilna~i~oi~-brown. Bands occur much more com- 
moilly than not. Of 77 banded slicll~ fl-om IVetumpka, 74 hat1 a band at the 
top of the whorl, one at the pci-iphcry and n third at  the base. This is the 
111-evailing bandiila fort11~11a in the species from other localities. The apes- 
? 
lure is ovate, v;lryiilg slightly The colullnclla in adults is white, rather wide, 
broadly ro~uidcd and regulal-ly curved vcltically, being t h i ~ l i e ~ i ~ d  into a 
sinall node a t  the mouth of the fissure. The outer lip 1s s11a1-p-e:!gcd, 
sinuous. 
Juve~lilcs arc con~c, aligulated a t  thc I~ase, having the wliorls flat and 
without cai-inar. -4 chanilelled sinus, present in all the young cxainined, is 
much more pronou~lced than in the case of atlults. The fissure begins with 
the third whorl and is easily clistingu~shed in the fourth Six or sevc~l 
whorls for  the fully-grown shell are indicated. 
t 1 1 he range of i1zcis1/11~ is f i  om TT7~tlu~lia Shoili .  S I~~l l ,y  Count). to IVe- 
tumplca, Elmore County. 
1,ea's type is a narrow, solnc\\.hat consti~cted form of the \\'ettumpka 
aspect. IIis vircns is a young shell C'rri-ftr \I~ghels appears to me to be 
readily recognizable fro111 the description J e\amincd the type of blrddii 
Lea, the locality for which is given in error as 'l'~ticaloo\a, but felt uncertaiil 
about the identificatio~~. Mr. IV. B. Mat-shall of the National hluse~um 
kindly furnished rile later with an excellent l~hotograph and I can sap with 
confidence that the shell is the same as iizcis~l?iz The cut in Tryon (6, p. 
371) could not have been made from the type. The coilstriction in colzstrict- 
~rnz is fairly colnillon to the species. ~ z ~ ~ z i c l ~ l n f r ~ i i z ~  Lea s a tleformed mol- 
luslc. 
At  the mouth of the Yellowleaf Creeli of Chilton County, Mr. T. H. 
Aldrich toolc ntiil~bers of a small form of Gyrotoma which, though suggestive 
of zualkevi because of its delicacy, I assign to i ~ z c i s m  on account of the 
deeper fissure These shells have a kind of family resenlblance to AncuZosa 
ald~iclzi  T-T. H .  Snlith, taken at  the same locality. This Atlculosa also is 
dwarfed. Larger Gyrotoniae and larger Anculosae have been collected 
in the same place. The student is led to wonder whether these dwarfed 
shells do not dwell in some particular spot on these shoals where the con- 
ditions of food supply, current, temperature or some other cause tend to 
stunt molluscan growth as sometimes in very cold springs shell life is at 
once small and plainly of mature development. 
Gyrotoma walkeri I-T. I-I. Smith, new species 
P1. 11, figs. 30, 31,. and 32 
She l l :  Cylindrical, shouldered, solid; body whorl slightly constricted, apes erod- 
ed, base rounded and with only a suggestion of a sinus. Growth lines very fine, crossed 
by delicate, waving lines to be seen on all parts of the exterior except where it is worn 
smooth. Rest period scars rathcr rough, forming a few irregularly spaced nodules. 
Fissure very shallow, very oblique, 2 mm. deep at  the suture. Where is no girdle. 
Suture impressed, irregular. Color buckthorn-brown. Bands three, one ending at 
lower edge of fissure, onc at  periphery and one a t  the base. Aperture ovate, yellowish- 
white within. Columella white, broadly-rounded, having a heavy deposit of its material 
a t  the fissure. Outer lip firm, sharp-edged, forming a sinuous line with the fissure. 
Opcrculum: Ovatc, thick, dark reddish-brown, mcasuring 3 1-2 inm. diameter 
by 5 1-2 mm. altitude. The left margin is thickened, smooth-edged; right ~nargin 
broadly curved, brolren and worn; basal margin rounded, eroded close to the polar 
point. Whorls three, the first two regularly and tightly coiled. Growth lines fine to 
coarse. 
Measurements: Altitude, 15 mm.; diameter, 10 mm. Aperture, base to suture, 
10 1-2 mm.; base to lowest point of fissure, 6 mm.; diameter 4 1-4 inm. 
T y j c  Localily : Coosa River, Ccdar Island, Chilton County, Alabama. 
Typc in Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan; paratypes in Alabama 
Muse~uu of Natural History. 
This species appears to be a derivative of G. i~zcisum Lea which has 
developed fixed, uniform specific cliaracteristics. It  is small for the genus 
and varies much inore in the size of mature specimens than in form. The 
largest shell measures 17 x 11 min. I t  is from Weduslta Shoals. No folds 
appear upon any of the material. Growth lines are usually fine, but soine- 
tiines coarse and roughened near the shoulder. The waving transverse 
lilies are strikingly beautiful in a few specimens which have not suffered a 
great aiiiouilt of wear. 
The fissure varies slightly in depth, but in none is it deeper than 3% 
111111. I t  is frequeiitly only a siiluous indentation. The girdle is absent 
in all the specimens examined. 
Color is sometimes as dark as burnt-umber. Of 65 shells, 51 have bands, 
the formula ill all being exactly that of the type. 
Very youiig shells arc smooth, lacking carinz, plicx and all other sculp- 
ture except lnicroscopic growth lines. The base is obtusely angulate. The 
sinus is well-marked, slightly oblique. The fissure, about min. deep, 
begins with the fourth whorl and is liardly more than a sii~uous, inturned 
part of the outer lip. Eight wl~orls are indicated for full-grown individuals. 
The knowti localities for zuaZlze?*i are Wccluska Shoals, Shelby County; 
The Bar, Cedar Island, I-Iiggin's Ferry and Duncan's Riffle, Cliilton County; 
Butting Rain Shoals, Coosa County. One of Mr. Smith's labels carries 
the note, "swift. water." 
Gyrotoma anzplz~~gz Anthony 
P1. 11, figs. 33, 34, and 35 
Gyrofolna anzpla Anth., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., XII, Feb., 1860, p. 66; 
Binney, Checlc List, 1860, No. 306; Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; Paetel, Cat., 1888, p. 361. 
Melatolna an~plzlnz Anth., Reeve, Monog. Melatoma, 1861, sp. 16. 
Schi.zosto~lza amplunz Anth., Lewis, Amer. Journ. Conchol., V, 1869-70, p. 168; 
'l'ryon, Monog. Strepom., 1873, p. 360; Lewis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. 22. 
Gyrotowzn recta Anth., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., XII, Fcb., 1860, p. 64; 
l;inney, Checlc List, 1860, No. 331; Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; Paetel, Cat., 1888, p. 362. 
Melatoma rectum Anth., Reevc, Monog. Melatoma, 1861, sp. 10. 
Gyrotollza salebrosa Anth., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila.,' XII, Feb., 1860, 11. 
66;  Biuney, Checlc List, 1860, No. 333; Paetel, Cat., 1888, p. 362. 
dfclatonza salebrosunz Anth., Reeve, Monog. Melatoma, 1861, sp. 15. 
Sclzizostonza salebrosum Anth., Lewis, Amer. Journ. Conchol., V, 1869-70, p. 169; 
, \ 1 ryon, Monog. Strcpom., 1873, p. 376; J,e~vis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. 23; Hinkley, 
Nautilus, SVII I ,  1904, p. 40. 
Gyrotolna robzlsta Anth., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., XII. Feh., 1860, 11. 67; 
;:innc.y, Chcclc List. 1860, No. 332; Brot. List. 1862, p. 28; Pactcl, Cat., 1888, p. 362. 
illelatol~zn robusturn Anth.. Reeve, h/Ionog. Melatoma, 1861, sp. 14. 
(;vrotopna demissa Anth.. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.. Phila., XII. Feh.. 1860. 11. 64; 
Binncy, Chcclc List, 1860, No. 316; Brot, List, 1862, 11. 27; Paetel, Cat., 1858, p. 362. . 
A4elatoaln deazissu~n Anth., Reevc, n'lono~. n/[elatoma, 1861, sp. g. 
Schi,-ostoma demissunz Anth., Lcwis, Amer. Jouri~. Conchol., V, 1869-70, p. 168; 
Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 1873, p. 372; Lcwis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. 23. 
Sclzisoston?a glandl,zla Lea, Proc. Acad. Nat., Sci., Phila., XI.1, May, 1860, p. 187; 
Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila, V, 11. s., 1862, p. 219, pl. 35, fig. 53; Obs. Gen. Unio, . 1X, 1863. p. 71. 111. 35, fig. 53; Lewis. Ainer. Tourn. Conchol., V. 1869-70, 11. 168; 
Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 1873, p. 377; Lcwis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. 23. 
Cyrotolna gla~zdz~la Lea. Uinncl., Cl~ecli List. 1860, No. 319; Rrot. List, 1362. 11. 
27; Paelel, Cat.. 1888. 11. 362. 
$chi,-ostoma Iiartqnanii Lea, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., XII, May, 1860, p. 
187; Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., V, 11. s., p. 247, pl. 35, fig. 51; Obs. Gen. Unio, I S ,  
1863. 11. 69. PI. 3.5, fig. 51. 
Gyroto+~za Hartnaanii Lea, Binney, Checli List, 1860, No. 322; Brot, List, 1862, p. 
27; Paete'l. Cat.. 1888, p. 362. 
i l lelato~~za lzzicz~lar Anth., MSS., Rccre, llonog. hlelatoma, 1861, sp. 19. 
Gyrotonza nzccula Anth., Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; Paetel, Cat., 1888, p. 362. 
Sclzizosto~~ta ?zzcculu~ut Anth., Lcwis. Amer. Journ. Conchol., V. I@-~o,  p. 169; 
Tryon, Monog. Strepom., 1873, p. 361; Lewis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. 23. 
Schizosfo~izn Shozualterii Lea. (non Lea, 1860). Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.. Phila., XVI, 
1864, p. 112; Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 111, 1866, p. 149, pl. 23, fig. 56; Obs. 
(:ell. Unio, XI, 1867. p. 105; pl. 23, fig. 56. 
Schizostovza iYlzoraalt~ria~ta "Lea", Tryon, Amer. J O L I ~ I ~ .  Conchol., I ,  Oct., 1865, p. 
j ; j j ;  Tryon, n'fonog. Strepom.. ISi.?. 11. 37.5; Lewis. Fauna of Ala:. 1876. p. 2.3. 
Sclzizosto~iza co~zstrictzt~n Lea, Hinl<lcy, Nautilus, XVIII, 1904, p. 40. 
G ~ ~ r o t o r f a ~  olisrt~la exci.ra (Lca). I-lannibal, Proc. Malacol. Soc.. X. 1912. p. 181. 
Gyrotouza laeta ilzcisa (Lea). I-Iannibal. Proc. Malacol. Soc.. 1912, P. 182. 
Dcscrif~tion: Shell smooth, ovate, 1-athcr thick, olivaceous; spire not elevated, 
but acutc; whorls 6-7, subconvex; sutures well defined; fissure broad, rather deep 
and waved ; aperture moderatc, e'lli~>tical, flesh-colored and handed within ; co!unlclla 
smooth, or slightly thickened only at  the fissurc; body-whorl striate and banded; 
whorls of the spire not banded, but having a thickened. cord-like line near the st~ture. 
Habitat : Coosa River. Alabama. 
Length, eleven-sixteenths; breadth, seven-sixteenths of an inch. Length of aper- 
ture, seven-sixteenths ; brcadtll of aperture, four-sixteenths of an inch.-Anthony. 
This species is close to the form of i nc i s zm  which has a comparatively 
deep fissure, as at Weduslca Shoals. But the young of that forin have the 
typically shallow fissure. I t  is not so in the case of arnplzm. Moreover, 
the fissui-c in a n z p l z ~ ~ i ~  is soilletiines straight, never in i n c i s u ~ s ~ .  Sometimes 
the lower edge of the fissure of autzplum is waved, but this has not been 
observed in inc isu~a.  The depth of the slit ill the species under consider- 
ation varies in adults frotn 6% to g mm. The girdle is stout, often ir- 
I-egulai-. 
I n  forin the shell is somewhat cylindrical, noticeably shouldered and 
in i~~stanccs slightly constricted though not so frequently or so deeply as 
in i ~ ~ c i s z i ~ ~ ~ .  Ordinarily the niollusl~ is without revolving folds, but occas- 
ionally they do occur. Coillmonly the body whorl bears low nodules just 
below the suture. Growth lines are fine, often prominent and are crossed in 
places lly ~vaving trailsverse lines usually discontinuous. The largest speci- 
men taBen by Mr. Si~lith measures 23% x 14% nmm. Color varies from 
olive-yellow to Mars-brown. The prevailing banding forn~ula is three bands 
ecluidista~ll and of the same width. Cands in this species show a marked 
tendency to becoille obsolete. The coluillella is white to bluish-white, hav- 
ing a poi-celainous node at the fissure and ending at the base in a distinct 
sinus. 
A t l t l l o ~ ~ ~  erected several species at the same time from shells which seem 
io have come fro111 Dr. Schowalter just after that collector's first visit to 
Fort JYilliam Shoals. Their novelty led to the placing of undue emphasis 
1111011 cliaracters of 110 great significance. Thus recta was made a species 
principally upon the form of the shell and the absence of bands. The ac- 
ceiltuation of rest scars was the justification of salebrosa. Robustn was 
differentiated from sa l eb~~osa  by reason of its smoothness. Demissa, a sin- 
gle specimen, appears to have been one of the not very common adults of 
the genus which have a fully developed columella. Dr. Lea published his 
descriptions of Izni~tnzaizii aild glandzila hardly three months after Anthony's 
names had been printed. His hartma$zii is an old, worn and broken speci- 
nlen of amplzlwz. I t  is son~ewhat difficult to distinguish glandula from in- 
C ~ S Z L ~ Z ,  b ~ t  I was enabled to do this with care by means of a photograph 
sent to me by Mr. W. B. Marshall of the United States National Museum. 
Slzozclaltel-in?za is a individual. The synonymy of avlzp;lunz is 
illustratio~l of a curious competition in  species-naming which obtained 
allloilg America11 naturalists it1 the first half of the nineteenth century. 
I-Iinldey (2, p. 40), who found this to  be the most plentiful Gyrotoma on 
Fort William Shoals, identified it as constricturn, apparently following Try- 
on's decisioil in the case of recta. I have seen both the type of constrictwz 
and some of I-Iinkley's shells and can say confidently they are not the same. 
The range of the species is Three-Island Shoals to Peckerwood Shoals. 
UNIDENTIFIABLE SPECIES 
Gyrotorno babylonicum (Lea) 
Schizostoma Babyloniczlnz Lea,   roc. Arner. Phil. Soc., IV, 1845, p. 167; Trans. 
Amer. Phil. Soc., X. 1848, p. 94, pl. ix, fig. 54; Obs. Gen. Unio. IV, 1848. p. 94, 
pl. ix, fig. 54; Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., V, n. s., 1862, p. 248; Obs. Gen. Unio, IX,  
1863, p. 70; Lewis, Amer. Journ. Conchol., V, 1869-70, p. 16; Tryon, Monog. Strepo~l~. ,  
1873, pp. xv, 369; Lewis, Fauna of Ala., 1876, p. zz. 
Gyrotoma Babylolzicu~n Lea. Chenu, Man. de Conchyl., I. 1859, f. 2, 021 ; H. & A. 
Adams, Genera, I, 1858, p. 305; Binney, Check List, 1560, No. 307; Brot, List, 1862, 
1). 27; Paetel. Cat., 1888, p. 361. 
Gyrotoma lacta. ilzcisa (Lea), Hannibal, Proc. Malacol. Soc., X, 1912, p. 182. 
Descrip~io~z : Shell striate, sotnewhat fusiform, rather thick, chestnut-color ; spire 
obtusely conical ; sutures impressed ; whorls flattened ; fissure small ; apcrture large. 
elliptical, somewhat flesh-colored within; columel'la smooth, angular at the base, thick- 
ened above.-Lea. 
This species was described from one speci~nen and as fl-om Tuscaloosa. 
Like Lea's funicztlatu~m and his showa l t c~ i i  of 1864 it is a defornlity and 
brolten. The shell is now in the National Riluseum, being No. 119, 408. I t  
is very much shouldered and is lacl<ing in color bands. 'I'11e fissure is slightly * 
more oblique than in specinlens of pagoda having unusually oblique fissures. 
I t  is rnticl-x lllore oblique than in the case of pzt~it i l i~~~it  which the shell of 
babylonicum resembles. While the mollusk does not suggest inciszdnz in 
fornl, the fissure is that of many specimens of this species. I feel unable 
to decide as to which of these species babylonicz~~~z  belongs. The chief char- 
acteristic upon which its specific position was established does not obtain 
among thousands of Gyrotoma examined. I t  is unquestionably at1 abnor- 
mal shell. If it should be decided that baby lon i c~ i~n  is the s an~e  as b i~~ j z i l u~ i t  
the latter species, described in 1860, will go into the synonymy. 
Ilitlkley (2, p. 41) made this shell a synonym of w ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ z p l ~ a c ~ ~ s i s  and the 
latter the same as fiyra.vlzida~titvut. Whatever babylonicz~~wz may be it belongs 
to the members of the genus occurring at Wetunlpka, while pyi~a~?i idatz i~ i~  
is the first species appearing in the river and does not go tlown to Elmore 
Co~lllty. 
Gyrotonza cylindf-aceii~fz (Mighels) 
Scltizostoma cyli~zdracea llighels, Bost. Proc., I, Oct. 1844, p. 189; Tryon, hlonog 
Strepom.. 1873. PD. xv. 361 ; Lewis. Fauna of Ala.. 1876, p. 2.3; I-Iinlclev, Nautilus, 
XVIIs, 1904, p. 40. 
Gyrotoma cylEndracca Migh., H .  & A. Adams, Genera, I, 1858, p. 305. 
Gyrotoma cyIindracea Mull., Binney, Check List, 1860, No. 315. 
Gyrotom.o cylitzdracecr Gould. Brot, List, 1862, p. 27; Paetel. Cat.. 1888, p. 362. 
Gyrotoma olivztla cxcisa (Lea), Hannibal, Proc. Malacol. Soc., X, 1912, p. 181. 
Descriptio~z: Shell nearly smooth, cylindrical, thiclc, with slight, revolving un-  
dulations; epidermis olivaceous; spire ovate-conic, eroded; whorls three or four, flat- 
tened, shouldered ; suture distinct, aperture oval ; fissure dccp and wide.-hlighels. 
The author gave Warrior River, Alabama, as the locality for his species. 
Mr. C. W.  Jol~nson informs me that the Mighels collection was destroyed 
in the fire which burned the quarters of the Portland Society of Natural 
History in 1854, another fire in 1866 destroying a second collection. The 
type of cylinduacez~m must be considered lost and the species cannot be recog- 
nized with any exactness from the description. Hinltley (2, p. 40) tl~ought 
the shell might be a form of elliflticz~w Anth. 
Adelatonza sp1zael.i~~ Anth. is apparently an Anculosa belonging to a 
described species of the group A.  picta Conrad. Habitat, Coosa River, Aln- 
bama. References : 
Melatonza splzaerica Anth., MSS., Reeve, Monog. Melatoma, sp. 8, April, 1861. 
Schizostonta sphae~icunz Anth., Lewis, Amer. Journ. Conchol., V, 1869-70, p. 169; 
,,, 
I lyon, Monog. Strepom., 1873, P. 364; Lewis, Fauna of Ala., 1876. p. 23. 
A~sczllosn sp., Goodrich, Anculosae of Ala. River Drain., 1922, 1). 56. . 
H. & A. Adarns list Gyrotoma altilis Anth., conica Say, curvata Say and 
forcwzanii Lea. The altilis possibly refers to Gillia altilis Lea. Shuttle- 
worth's G. conica may be intended or Melania conica Say, a Pleurocera. 
Tryon (10, p. 132) appears to thinlc that curvata refers to Plewocera cur- 
~ ~ Z ~ I I L  Lea. Two Nlelanians were named forevlzanii by Lea, but neither 
belongs to Gyrotoma. Paetel repeats these errors and adds aequalis Lea, 
ci~rzinzli~zca~a Tryon, Coosoensis Lea, ellipsoides Lea, rubicunda Lea and 
ztaz~xiana Lea, all belonging to other genera than Gyrotoma, besides angu- 
lata Lea, having refei-ence probably to iWelania angzilata Anth., a Gonio- 
basis. 
I. IIANNIBAL, ~ I A R O ~ . D .  "A Synopsis of the Recent & Tertiary Freshwater Mol- 
lusca of the Californian -Province", Proc. Malacol. Soc.. X. 1912. 
2. HINKZEY, A. A. "List of Alabama Shells Collected in October and November, 
1893," Nautilus, XVIII, 1904, pp. 40, 41. 
3. JORDAN, D. S., "The Origin of Species Through Isolation". Science, n. s., 
XXII, 1905. 
4. LEWIS, JAMES, "Catalogue of the Shells of the Coosa River, Alabama." Amer. 
Journ. Conchol., V, I&-~o, p. 168. 
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PLATE I 
All figures of shells are 3/2 times natural size 
Figures I, 2, and 3. G. pyvawzidatz~?~~ Shuttle\vorth. Coosa River, Ten-Island Shoals, 
St. Clair County. (Cat. No. 27425.) 
Figures 4 and 5. G. s p i l l ~ ~ z a ~ z i i  (Lea). Coosa River, Shelby County. Schowalter 
Collection. (Cat. No. 27426.) 
Figures 6, 7, aud 8. G. pagoda (Lea). C o o ~ a  River, Higgi~ls Fcrrp, Chilton 
County. (Cat. No. 27427.) 
Figure g. G. pagoda (Lea). Coosa River, I-Iiggins Ferry, Chilton County. Young 
shell. (Cat. No. 27428.) 
Figures 10 and 11. G. pl~~rzilz<~lz (Lea). Coosa River, Wetumpka, Elmore County. 
(Cat. No. 27429.) 
Figures 12 and 131. G. alabalnelzsis (Lea). Coosa River, Weduska Shoals, Shelby 
County. ((Cat. No. 27430.) 
Figures 14 and 15. G. carilziferurn Anthony. Coosa River, Ft. William Shoals, 
Talladega County. (Cat. No. 27431.) 
Figures IG, 17, and 18. G. lewisii (Lea).  Ft. William Shoals, Talladega County. 





All figures of shells are 3/2 times natural size 
Figures 19, 20, and 21. G. hendersoi  H. H.  Smith. Type. Coosa River, Ft. 
William Shoals, )Talladega County. ([Cat. No. 27433.) 
Figures 22 and 23. G. excisuwc (Lea). Coosa River, Higgins Ferry, Chilton 
County. (Cat. No. 27434.) 
Figures 24 and 25. G. laciiziatu~iz (Lea). ICoosa River, Weduska Shoals, Shelby 
County. (Cat. No. 27435.) 
Figures 26 and 27. G. iizciszt~~z (Lea). Coosa River, Wetumpka, Elmore County. 
(Cat. No. 27436.) 
Figures 28 and 29. G. inciszcm (Lea). Coosa River, Weduska Shoals, Shelby 
County. (Cat. No. 27437.) 
Figures 30, 31, and 32. G. wnlkeri H. H. Smith. 'I'ype. Coosa )River, Cedar Island, 
Chilton County. (Cat. No. 27438.) 
Figures 33, 34, and 35. G. a~rzpliim Anthony. Coosa River, Ft.  William Shoals, 
'I'alladega County. (Cat. No. 27439.) 
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